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Evaluation of stereo and motion data

•  engineered high-resolution, high contrast data

•  synthesized or indoor color images

•  each set only a few images

•  images designed on purpose

•  ground truth and evaluation method available



www.citr.auckland.ac.nz/6D/

Evaluation of stereo and motion data

•  outdoor gray value images (low resolution and contrast ..)

•  long sequences of rectified stereo images at 25 Hz

•  real-world scenes, with “surprises”

•  approximate ground truth and ideas about evaluation



#1: Construction-site sequence               #2: Save-turn sequence                            #3: Squirrel sequence

#4: Dancing-light sequence               #5: Intern-on-bike sequence                            #6: Traffic-light sequence

#7: Crazy-turn sequence

Seven stereo sequences
Uwe Franke, Tobi Vaudrey et al., 
Daimler A.G. 2007



#1: Construction-site sequence

DP with temporal propagation Trajectory of ego vehicle
with Zhifeng Liu 2008 with Ali Al-Sarraf 2008

Part I - STEREO



DP with spatio-temporal
propagation

with Darren Troy 2007



#2: Save-turn sequence

SGM + Mutual Information, 3 iterations
Heiko Hirschmüller 2005



with Zhifeng Liu 2008

Tilt angle:

Ground truth for
disparities on road areas:
assume that the road
is planar



Manual estimation of tilt angles

Selected pairs of corresponding points 
for 5 different pairs of frames in each of
the 220 … 300 long sequences

Estimated tilt angles



Calibrated parameters of stereo camera system, also with respect to car:

Estimated angle seems to be more accurate, may be
improved based on calculated (correct) disparities



Root Mean Squared
Error and Bad Matches
(> 1 pixel difference)

Original DP (without propagation) on road areas



Root Mean Squared
Error and Bad Matches
(> 1 pixel difference)

DP with spatial propagation on road areas



Root Mean Squared
Error and Bad Matches
(> 1 pixel difference)

DP with temporal propagation on road areas



Root Mean Squared
Error and Bad Matches
(> 1 pixel difference)

DP with spatio-temporal propagation on road areas



          Best:     DP3 (with temporal propagation only)



Birchfield-Tomasi
on road areas

Birchfield



SGM3 MI16

on road areas



Original left input sequence                   BP on original input sequences

Sobel of left input sequence                  BP on Sobel input sequences
with Shushi Guan 2007



OpenCV

Kovesi-Owen max Kovesi-Owen min

Sobel Canny (high thresholds)



Sobel                                Canny                                Kovesi-Owen max



Sobel                                Canny                                Kovesi-Owen max



Upper: 36
Lower: 26

Canny, different thresholds:

Upper: 12
Lower: 5

Upper: 20
Lower: 12

Upper: 28
Lower: 19



BP on Middlebury
stereo image
pairs

Table below:
results get
slightly worse
for edge (Sobel)
images of those
stereo pairs



Specification of (finally) used BP algorithms

Sobel preprocessing
max-product
4-adjacency
quadratic cost function
red-black speed-up method
coarse to fine for more reliable matching (5 to 7 layers; reduces #iterations)

(no initialization with disparities at time  t-1, for t>0)

(for one pair 
of images)

(penalty for 
intensity differences)

(allows to handle 
occlusions)



Brightness differences between  left and right image

causes BP to fail (in difference to DP, SGM MI, or BT) - so far not discussed on
                                                                                                               Middlebury stereo page



1. Horn-Schunck 2. Lucas-Kanade

3. Lucas-Kanade with Pyramids

OpenCV OpenCV

OpenCV

Part II - MOTION

Squirrel Sequence (#3)





3D viewTop view

Ground truth for
Optic flow on road areas Side view



Mean Angular Error and
End Point Error

Horn-Schunck on road areas



Mean Angular Error and
End Point Error

Lucas-Kanade on road areas



Mean Angular Error and
End Point Error

Pyramid Lucas-Kanade on road areas



1. Horn-Schunck 2. DP with temporal propagation

3. Lucas-Kanade with Pyramids

                Dancing-Light Sequence (#4)

OpenCV

OpenCV





    BP for Optical Flow    

             2 labels = 2 arrays                    25 labels = 25 arrays         
with Shushi Guan 2008



2D search in input sequences:
insufficient time (space) for
accurate results

1D search in a simulated input 
sequence: BP leads to a 
perfectly accurate result !



KLT tracker, max-response disks in scale space for 3D vector estimation

with Jorge Sanchez 2008www.ces.clemson.edu/~stb/klt/



Tony Lindeberg 1998

Feature detection with automatic scale selection

Scale evolutions of the centers of the three white blobs:
The ratio between the location of the extrema in scale equals the ratio between 
the areas of corresponding white disks.

with magnitude at local maxima

for pixel x



A camera moves towards the disk:

It follows that

Let and . Then

Note: only corresponding image points and µz (i.e., A1 and A2) needed.

A
1

A
2



with

1. Use KLT tracker and calculate pairs of a tracked 3D point
between Lt and Lt+1.

2. Calculate scale-space representations for set of predefined
scales.

3. Select both local maxima for each pair of points.
4. Compute scale ratio for each pair of points and thus its µz-

factor.
5. Obtain the 3D motion angles as arctan of the ratios



Evaluation for known ground truth: angles of about -10 and 12 
for a translated calibrated camera and a desk-top scene:







Mean 3D direction for a video sequence (top: constant translation, -10 and 12)



Mean direction of estimated 3D directions:  
                       red mark      =  instantaneous estimation
                       green mark  =  smoothed (Kalman-filtered) version



Crazy-Turn Sequence (#7)



.enpeda..

Conclusions

Significant differences in evaluation for Middlebury data and used data

Stereo: (1) Tilt angle calibration based on accurate road disparity method

             (2) DP3 on road better than DP1, DP2, DP4, BT ( ! ), SGM3 MI16 ( ! )

             (3) BP on Sobel fine if both images of equal brightness

             (4) Edge operator prior to BP should not filter out any `structure’

      (NEXT) Combining DP3 on road and SGM or BP on no-road ?

Motion: (1) PyrLK better than HS, LK, but actually - still not usable

             (2) BP potentially fine - but we need faster (or: parallel) computers

             (3) Scale ratio between tracked points: depends on scale estimation

             (4) Use left and right sequence for 3D direction + location

     (NEXT) MSER region extractor (Matas et al., 2002) possibly
                  more robust



.enpeda..   Project     at     The University of Auckland
(Environment Perception and Driver Assistance)

HAKA1

Various stereo cameras, GPS, …

.enpeda..



Ground truth for
rectangular regions:
assume that those are parallel to
the image plane



Warped right image
and polarized light

with Zhifeng Liu 2008

Performance evaluation:
subjective, using a
“Mini-IMAX”


